DEDLEG MUSIC-UNSIGNED COMPETITION
For Unsigned Singer/Songwriters and groups of any style in all Genres

DETAILS AND TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The competition is to find some original sounding and talented artists to help
develop by providing the opportunity to record some of their original tracks
and or one original track from our writers catalogues in their own style. There
is no entrance fee to apply,but Dedleg Music reserve the right to reject any
application that they feel would not be suitable for them..
The competition commences on the 5th of May and all applicants must be
submitted by 5th July.
Applicants can send links to our website at www.dedlegmusic.com Contact
page / Unsigned Competition or email to dedleg3@gmail.com or Cd,s to
Dedleg Music,Parr Street Studios,33-45 Parr Street,Liverpool L1 4JN.
Details should include -Name of Artist or Group- Recent Photo-AddressAge(s) and any other information in blog form that may be relevant.
Ten entrees will be short listed and may have to perform one or two tracks at
a venue in Liverpool if we feel it necessary to see a live performance where a
team of Musical Professionals will decide on the winner. The successful
winner (there could be two) will be given 3 days studio time to record the
chosen songs plus one of Dedlegs writers tracks and the best track will be the
one released on the Dedleg Label and the Artist/Writer will receive £500 prize
money.
A list of various Dedleg tracks will be given to the Final ten when each artist
can pick one to play live on the live final with their own track .£100 will be paid
to each artist towards expenses if asked to perform at the live final
The performance and writers royalties will remain with the writer/Artist and
publishing of the track will be split between the writer 60% and dedlegmusic
40%
Terms and Conditions will be sent to the successful applicants for agreement
before the the prize is taken. The artist must be prepared to perform live gigs
to help promote the single and be interested in recording an album in the
event of a successful single which would be financed by Dedleg Music in the
event of a recording contract being offered and agreed.

